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CANTOR BENJAMIN SIEGEL
IN SONG AND PRAYER

SIDE 1
1. EILU DEVORIM
   (YEHOSHUA LIND)
2. V'HU RACHUM
   (SIMON RAISEN)
3. MA'CHINISEI RACHAMIM
   (SIMON RAISEN)
4. LO TEDA MILCHAMA
   (CONTINELLO-ALAGON)

SIDE 2
1. MOISHELE MEIN FREIND
   (MORDECAI GEBRITIC)
2. A NIGUN
   (LAZAR WEINER)
3. ZEMER'LI
   (MORDECAI YARDEINI)
4. NIGUN UN HAVDOLOH
   (SHOLOM SECUNDA)
5. MEDLEY OF YIDDISH SONGS
   (ACCOMPANIED BY BOB REISENMAN)

Cantor Benjamin Siegel, who has served Temple Israel of Great Neck, for the past 31 years has issued this record in honor of the Temple's 40th Anniversary. He is well known for his concerts, radio and television appearances as well as for his recordings.
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IN SONG AND PRAYER

1. EILU DEVORIM
   (YEHOSHUA-LIND)
2. V'HU RACHUM
   (SIMON RAISEN)
3. MACHNISEI RACHAMIM
   (SIMON RAISEN)
4. LO TEDA MILCHAMA
   (CONTINELLO-ALAGON)
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SIDE 2

1. MOISHELE MEIN FREIND
   (MORDECAI GEBBIRTIG)

2. A NIGUN
   (LAZAR WEINER)

3. ZEMER’L
   (MORDECAI YARDEINI)

4. NIGUN UN HAVDOLOH
   (SHOLOM SECUNDA)

5. MEDLEY OF YIDDISH SONGS
   (ACCOMPANIED BY BOB REISENMAN)
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